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Pictured: Executive Series Euclid Rolling Display with gray tempered glass shelves paired with gray tempered glass EcoFlex Tables
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VERSATILE PRODUCT LINE 
Rolling Display Towers are suitable for use as a food display, back bar, 
literature stand, accent piece, or anything in between. 
BUILT-IN MOBILITY 
Each Rolling Display Tower is completely mobile and comes equipped with 
swivel casters and brakes to allow for effortless mobility as well as the 
ability to lock into place.
VARIETY OF STYLES 
Ranging from classic contemporary to modern mid-century, there’s sure to 
be a line of Rolling Display Towers to complement your decor and style.
PRECISE ENGINEERING 
Countless hours were spent meticulously engineering and vigorously testing 
each rolling display design to ensure that you get the most out of your 
investment.
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP 
We use state of the art equipment alongside traditional handcrafted 
construction processes to ensure exceptional durability and provide a 
product that’s built to last.
MULTIPLE PRICE POINTS 
Choice matters. Each design is offered at multiple price points to ensure you 
get the tower you like at the price point that satisf ies your budgetary needs.  
SEVERAL FINISH OPTIONS 
Not only does Forbes emphasize keeping up with market trends, we are now 
in the business of setting them. With dozens of newly added f inish options 
to choose from, we are confident that we have the perfect combination for you.

*For a complete list of fi nish options, please visit: www.forbesindustries.com/fi nish-options
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RUSTICA

Elite - 6546
Shelves - Rustic Vintage Wood
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish
*Available in 4’, 5’, and 6’ lengths.

Executive - 6543
Shelves - Galvanized Steel
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish
*Available in 4’, 5’, and 6’ lengths.

Essentials - 6540
Shelves - Knotty Pine
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish
*Available in 4’ and 5’ lengths.

In an age where smart phones and fl ying drones are commonplace, sometimes it’s nice to take a step back to a simpler 
time. Rustic decor has made a full comeback proving that everything comes full circle. Inspired by the popularity 
of Forbes’ Rustica Nesting Table Series, the four tiered Rustica Rolling Display Tower is the perfect companion to 
compliment your set. It still boasts our specially sourced vintage style casters and three di� erent shelf style options to 
suite your needs. Take a step back from the virtual and a step towards the authentic with the Rustica Rolling Display.

Pictured: 4’ Elite Series in Rustic Vintage Wood shelves

Length Width Height
in: 48 24 78

cm: 122 61 199

Shown in Rustic Vintage Wood 
shelves. Also available in 

Galvanized Steel or Knotty Pine

Shown in black powder epoxy 
fi nished pipe frames

Frames are assembled 
with tee pipe fi ttings for 

an authentic look

Horizontal supports act 
as gallery rails to keep 
items from falling o� 

Vintage style 4” casters with 
polyurethane tread so that they won’t 
damage your fl oors (two with brakes)



Pictured: 4’ Rustica Rolling Display Elite Series in Rustic Vintage Wood shelves paired with the Rustica Nesting Tables
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EUCLID

Elite - 6556
Shelves - Trend Glass/Stone
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Executive - 6553
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Essentials - 6550
Shelves - Clear Acrylic
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish

As described by Euclid, the father of geometry, an isosceles triangle is one having exactly two equal sides. While in 
the early part of the design process of this line, we felt that this concept deserved some deeper investigation. The 
beauty of this simplistic shape is the complexity of possible confi gurations that are born when combining two or more 
units. Another advantage to its unconventional shape is its ability to nestle into corners. Personalize your look with 
several shelf options ranging from clear or smoked gray tempered glass to our plethora of Trend stone/glass options. 
Give your venue a touch of class with the Euclid Rolling Display Tower.

Pictured: Elite Series with Black Crystal Trend Glass shelves

Length Width Height
in: 36 19.5 78.5

cm: 92 50 200

Comes equipped with all swivel 
3” chrome plated casters with brakes

Euclid is built with robust 1 1/2” square 
tube vertical uprights paired with 1” 

square tube horizontal shelf supports

The Euclid’s unique shape allows 
you to conveniently nest it in corners 
or combine multiple units to create 

stunning custom confi gurations 

Shelves are available in several 
fi nish options including either acrylic, clear 
or gray tempered glass, or several Trend 

Glass/Stone options

Pictured: Elite Series with Black Crystal Trend Glass shelvesPictured: Elite Series with Black Crystal Trend Glass shelves



Pictured: Executive Series with Gray Tempered Glass shelves
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Pictured: Essentials in Metallic Bronze Powder Epoxy and Polar Cap Textured HPL paired with the Mystique Bar
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THE QUAD

Dimensions: 
48”L x 24”W x 78”H

Elite - 6506 
Shelves - Wood Veneer
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Executive - 6503 
Shelves - High Pressure Laminate
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Essentials - 6500
Shelves - High Pressure Laminate
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish

The simple and well-balanced design of The Quad Rolling Display Tower is the epitome of the maxim, “less is more.” 
Its minimalistic design, paired with numerous fi nish options, is ready to seamlessly accent any decor. The illusion of 
fl oating shelves helps to create the feeling of added space while making everything displayed on it more accessible. 
Whether you intend to use it as a food display, back bar, or anything in between, the four long shelves provide ample 
space for you to customize arrangements for any event. 

Pictured: Executive Series in Ice Fishin HPL shleves

Dimensions: 
48”L x 24”W x 78”H

Spacious fi xed fl oating shelves

Comes equipped with all swivel 
3” chrome plated casters (two with brakes)

Shown with 1.5” brushed 
stainless steel square tube 

welded support frames

Shown with Ice Fishin 
HPL shelves

Length Width Height
in: 48 24 78

cm: 122 61 199
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FOSS

Elite - 6516
Shelves - Wood Veneer
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Executive - 6513
Shelves - High Pressure Laminate
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Essentials - 6510
Shelves - High Pressure Laminate
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish

Based on the popularity of the Foss Nesting Tables, Forbes was inspired to create a companion Rolling Display Tower 
to complement the set. Complete with the same stylish waterfall edges and robust 1.5” steel tube frame, the Foss Rolling 
Display Tower features adjustable shelving which allows you to customize the shelf heights based on your needs. The 
compact footprint and vertical display area combine to make the Foss a great solution for smaller areas. Add the fi nishing 
touches to your decor with the Foss Rolling Display Tower.

Pictured: Elite Series Satin Red Mahogany Wood Veneer

Length Width Height
in: 24 24 78

cm: 61 61 199

Comes equipped with all swivel 
3” chrome plated casters (two with brakes)

Shown with 1.5” brushed stainless steel 
square tube welded support frames

Adjustable shelving

Contemporary waterfall 
style top edge



Pictured: Executive Series in Lunar Legno HPL paired with the Foss Nesting Tables 
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Pictured: Archer in the Executive Series with Clear Tempered Glass Shelves
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ARCHER

Elite - 6526 
Backer - Brass or Stainless Steel
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel
*Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths.

Executive - 6523
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel
*Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths.

Essentials - 6520
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish
*Available in 3’ and 4’ lengths.

Mid-Century style gets a modern twist with the timeless Archer Rolling Display Tower. It’s easy to become enamored with 
the sleek curved frame contrasted by the dramatic illusion of fl oating glass shelves. Tempered glass shelves suspended by 
high strength stainless steel tension cables provide a fresh look that is dramatically di� erent than anything on the market 
today. Our Elite model adds the “icing on the cake” with your choice of a brass or stainless steel fi nished perforated metal 
backer for a little added style. This truly unique piece epitomizes contemporary luxury and demands attention. 

Pictured: 3’ Executive Series with Clear Tempered Glass shelvesPictured: 3’ Executive Series with Clear Tempered Glass shelves

Length Width Height
in: 36 18 78.5

cm: 92 46 200

Available in clear or gray 
tempered glass shelves

4” Wheels (brake access in back)

1.5” Straight and 
curved tube supports 

Three fi xed shelves
suspended by stainless steel 

tension cables

Anodized aluminum 
shelf clamps

Elite series is available with 
stainless steel or brass painted 

backer for a little extra fl air 



Pictured: 3’ Executive Series with Clear Tempered Glass shelves and EcoFlex Executive Series Tables with clear glass tops 
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THE CLASSIC
Classic rock, Classic cars, Classic Etageres. Classics are the originators of themes, genres, or styles and are generally 
recognized for serving as standards of excellence. They are not born as “classics” per se; they usually have a unique, 
timeless, or lasting quality about them that earns them that title. This Etagere has been one of our customer’s favorites 
since its introduction back in ‘67. It could be described with adjectives like “simple,” “clean,” and “timeless.” But we think the 
one that describes it perfectly is “Classic”.

Pictured: Essentials in Black Powder Epoxy fi nish and Clear Tempered Glass shelves

Elite - 6570 
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Solid Brass

Executive - 6570-SS/PS 
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Brushed/Polished Stainless Steel

Essentials - 6570-EPOXY
Shelves - Tempered Glass
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish

Length Width Height
in: 48 14 68.5

cm: 122 36 174

Comes standard with all swivel 
5” chrome plated casters (two with brakes)

Available with 1/4” clear or gray 
tempered glass shelves

Adjustable shelving

The Classic is built with a 3/4” x 1 1/2” tube 
superstructure and is available in several fi nishes 



Pictured: Essentials series in Black Powder Epoxy
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MANHATTAN

Elite - 6566
Back Panel/Shelves - Laminate 
Inserts - Gold Anodized Aluminum
Frame - Brushed Brass

Executive - 6563
Back Panel/Shelves - Laminate 
Inserts - Natural Aluminum
Frame - Brushed Stainless Steel

Essentials - 6560
Back Panel/Shelves - Laminate
Inserts - Natural Aluminum
Frame - Powder Epoxy Finish

With a mobile shelving design like no other, the Manhattan Rolling Display functions as impressively as it looks. The slat wall 
design echoes the architectural beauty of the high-rises that paint the Manhattan skyline. Combine this with the versatility and 
strength of reinforced aluminum inserts for adjustable shelving and you get the Manhattan Rolling Display. This truly unique 
piece, complemented by its cunning functionality, evokes an urban appeal that is reminiscent of the city that never sleeps. 

Pictured: Executive Series in Mahogany HPLPictured: Executive Series in Mahogany HPL

Brake access in back

5” Wheels (brake access in back)

Over thirty designer laminate fi nish 
options to choose from

Adjustable height 
sliding shelves

Reinforced designer slat 
wall construction means 
that almost any slat wall 

accessories can be 
added to unit

Eight height options for shelves

Length Width Height
in: 48 20 78

cm: 122 51 199



Pictured: Elite Series in Upland Stone HPL
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